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Then again, maybe ECE is one of those resources for over 2000 FIDE players since all that extra endgame knowledge might
have diminishing returns at club level.
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) I have a gold membership at ChessTempo and do the endgame training there, but it feels more like a test than a learning tool
since ratings are at stake and problems scale up, so there's not really any refresher courses for certain things.
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Still, to break out of club level we need to bring what we know to the next level and Capablanca recommended endgame study..
Still, all those positions would be great to burn into my memory if nothing else, but those memorized positions only make sense
within the context of understanding. Messages Icons For Mac
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 I don't find ChessTempo's endgame training particularly helpful There, you must match computer moves. Schneider 039;s
Adjusta Fit Tekno-fleece Blanket
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I'm looking for something to improve my endgame after finishing Fine's Basic Chess Endgames (just started the knight and
pawn section yesterday so I still have a long way to go), and ECE seems like a logical choice since it's over 400 pages of a
specific endgame in one book (so 400 pages of queen endgames, 400 of minor piece endgames, etc.. The solutions lack verbal
explanations. The solutions in Encyclopedia of Chess Endings are human solutions that often would fail on Chess Tempo, but
they are grounded in understanding. 34bbb28f04 Cleveland Launcher Golf Driver For Mac
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